9:00-9:05: Introductions and Opening Remarks

Graduate Student Talks

9:05-9:20: Phillip MacCallum (Behavioural Neuroscience): Systemic inhibition of mTOR kinase via rapamycin disrupts consolidation and reconsolidation of auditory fear memory

9:20-9:35: Michelle Butt (Behavioural Neuroscience): Conditional control over taste aversion and avoidance in rats

9:35-9:50: Matthew Ingram (CABE): Disorienting the Rat: Behavioural Effects of DTN and LMN Lesions on Orientation Problems

9:50-10:00: Break (Coffee)

10:00-10:15: Morag Ryan (CABE): Interspecific attachment: Social bonds between humans and their 'best friends'

10:15-10:30: Kalita McDowell (CABE): Human Preferences of Photographed Dogs

10:30-10:45: Aishah Bakhtiar (Developmental): "Mathematics and Me": Motivational Characteristic Differences between Procedural and Conceptual Learners

10:45-11:00: Break (Coffee)

11:00-11:15: Kirk Luther (Social): Examining the health of child interviewing practices: A field study

11:15-11:30: Ross Connolly (Experimental Clinical): Drug and alcohol use, symptoms, and ways of coping

11:30-11:45: Sabrina Alani (Experimental Clinical): Similar and Disparate Features of Emotion Regulation, Mindfulness and Self-Management in a Distressed Sample

11:45-12:00: Marsha Rowsell (Experimental Clinical): Multifaceted Origins of Child Social Anxiety: Assessing Temperamental and Psychological Vulnerabilities

12:00-12:30: Poster Session Set-up and Pre-Viewing

12:30-2:30: Honours poster session (Lunch Provided)

2:45: Award’s ceremony

3:30: Social at Bitter’s
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